
CONTACT
Address: Boška Jugovića 13 Senta Serbia
24400

Phone: +381 60 5101232

Email: dragan@draganmatic.com

Web: https://blog.draganmatic.com/init/
default/show_page/4

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/d
ragan-matic-7963231/

WEBSITES, PORTFOLIOS,
PROFILES

https://sshreach.me/•

https://gabngabn.com/init/default
/about

•

SKILLS
Developer skills:

Technologies and libraries:

Python, C#, C/C++, JavaScript, SQL,
HTML/CSS, Bash, gdscript (godot
engine), PHP, Lua, Visual Basic, COBOL

•

PostgresSql, MsSql, mercurial, git,
pgbouncer, nginx, samba, web2py,
django, .net, websockets, WinForms,
ssh, samba, postfix, jquery, redmine,
puppet,

•

Installation and administration of
database servers and comprehensive
database understanding - Microsoft
SQL server and PostgreSQL,
pgbouncer, high availability
PostgreSQL server with streaming
replication, fine tuning PostgreSQL
servers...

•

Skilled in installing and
administration of Linux servers
(Apache, nginx, Samba, DHCP,
PostgreSQL, MySql, mail servers, vpn,
routing and firewalls, rsync...)

•

Excellent knowledge of OO
programming and very good
knowledge of OO design and Design
patterns

•

Source control software (GIT, Mercurial
Subversion)

•

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Forward-thinking professional offering more than 20 years of experience
and versed in multiple programming languages, frameworks and
development tools. Background in product development, project
coordination and client communications.

WORK HISTORY
Lead Developer, 05/2016 to Current
self employed

developer, network administrator, CTO, 09/1999 to 06/2016
Panon - Senta

Some of my tasks were:

Besides development I was also administering local network and local
database and file servers in network consisting of Windows, Linux and
(active until 2004) Novell Netware servers connected through both TCP/IP
and IPX/NETX protocols. I was also in charge of setting up Linux-based
internet server (web, mail) and network security.
During the years my role slowly shifted from developer/sysadmin to CTO
because of my knowledge of different technologies and understanding

Created https://sshreach.me, internet service that allows system
administrators and IT professionals to create remote-controlled secure
tunnels to remote computers. sshreach.me today serves more than 100
satisfied customers.

•

Designed and built scalable APIs for sshreach.me to increase customer's
development workflow.

•

Handled requests with friendly, knowledgeable service and support,
continually achieving positive customer feedback.

•

Created https://gabngabn.com, multilingual, social, shareable personal
recipe vault.

•

I was working in small team (6 programmers) developing for desktop
and web - a modular back office software

•

Application was being developed in C#, C++, PHP and connected with
legacy COBOL systems, with usage of MS SQL server and PostgreSQL
databases

•

Developed drivers for several types of fiscal printers•

Wrote 'upgrade wizard', application whose task is to connect to
company's server and deliver upgrades to clients

•

Wrote command language parser and interpreter which was used during
automated upgrade procedures

•

Developed applications for mobile and embedded system (windows CE)
for use in warehouses

•

Developed install wizard for our product•

Connected new ,net modules to existing legacy application•

Installation and administration of all self-hosted productivity tools
(source control, mattermost, mail server, apache, nginx, issue tracker)

•

Installation and administration of SQL databases and optimizing queries
and indexes

•

DRAGAN MATIĆ



Web backend and frontend, and
desktop software development, .net
software expertise, Cloud computing

•

Project Management•

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

date of birth: 1975. April 13.•

LANGUAGES
Serbian:

Native

Hungarian:

Native

German:

Elementary

Swedish:

Elementary

English:

Fluent

how they all fit together. I was responsible for introducing new
technologies and methods to my colleagues.

EDUCATION
Some College (No Degree): Computer Sciences, 1994 – 1999
University of Novi Sad - Novi Sad, Serbia

HOBBIES, INTERESTS
I have taken part in several open-source projects, mostly
localization/translation efforts. I am also a member of local Linux User
Group community.

•

My non-professional experiences include work on a few smaller video
games that were developed in godot.

•

Whenever possible I try to attend seminars and conferences and I try to
constantly improve my knowledge in the technologies I am interested in.

•

TL; DR:
I have been involved with computers since my earliest age - my first
experience in programming was using BASIC on Commodore 64 some 30
years ago. Since then I've had experience with a lot of different computer
languages and technologies, some of them in no particular order: BASIC,
C, C++, COBOL, C#, bash,, python, rust, Linux, Django,MsSql Server,
PostgreSql, Bootstrap, Web2py, Nginx, Apache, PHP, jQuery, ssh, and I'm
sure I've left out a lot of them.

I've been working professionally as a developer since 1999.

I'm free/open software enthusiast and a great fan of GNU/Linux based
systems.


